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In the beginning ... there is the statue of Jesus beckoning all participants to come ... our journeys will be
unique, but together, whether we journey as 3K walkers, 5K runners, 8K runners, we will find our way back
to Jesus.
Set your personal best!
Have a Strava account? The map conveniently marks segments for you to chase. Can you set a personal
best or even a King of the Mountain/Queen of the Mountain (KOM/QOM) beating out everyone else
who ran that segment in the city?

3K WALK

3k turn around

5K run

5k turn around

8K run

8k turn around

start time: 10:00 a.m.

start time: 10:20 a.m.

start time: 10:00 a.m.

3K walkers will start along the little road
west of the Catholic Campus, passing
by Villa Vianney to the gate north of the
property. Next, follow the River Valley path
heading north along the upper section
of the park, turning right just before the
overpass (bridge). Follow the path behind
the school heading south to the parking
lot; at the parking lot, turn right & follow the
sidewalk going west to join the path again;
turn left (south) on the path and continue
south until the entrance to the Catholic
Campus property, and proceed to the right
on the road leading back to Villa Vianney
and back to Jesus.

5K runners will start along the little road
west of the Catholic Campus, passing
by Villa Vianney to the gate north of the
property. Next, follow the River Valley path
heading north along the upper section
of the park, all the way to the overpass;
proceed on the overpass and follow the
path on the right going downhill (fun, but
remember what goes down must go up);
stay on the path going downhill until the
turnaround point near the bottom; climb
back up and follow the exact same route
in the opposite direction leading to the
Catholic Campus property gate; take the
road on the right, passing by Villa Vianney
and back to Jesus.

8K runners will start along the little road
west of the Catholic Campus, passing
by Villa Vianney to the gate north of the
property. Next, follow the River Valley path
heading north along the upper section of
the park all the way to the overpass; proceed
on the overpass and follow the path on the
right going downhill (fun, but remember
what goes down must go up); they will see
the turnaround for the 5K course, but they
will keep following the path to the Capilano
bridge; go under the bridge and continue
on the paved path (hill warning) until the
turnaround point; turn around and follow the
exact same route in the opposite direction.
Keep going on the path returning to the
Catholic Campus property gate, take the
road on the right, passing by Villa Vianney
and back to Jesus.

Congratulations! You have finished the
race, you have kept the faith!
Enjoy good food, good friends and good fun!
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3K WALK

3k turn around

5K run

For the safety of all participants,
please keep to the right side of
the path at all times. Be aware of
your surroundings and notify other
participants if you are passing them.
5k turn around

8K run

8k turn around

segment start

segment finish
segment finish

segment start

start/finish

3k, 5k, 8k
start/finish

